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CHAPTER I

BMNMH

Mankind is not evenly distributed over the eerth's surface. Por

example, Asia contains more than half of the world's population, while

it coaprises less than one third of its area. The same situation can

exist within a small region or country. In Egypt about 99 percent of

the whole population is living in less than 4 percent of the area.

Density of population is different in different areas of Egypt.

In 1960 it was 739 person per sq. kas. excluding deserts for the whole

country and 15,634 per sq. kas. in Cairo.

The uneven distribution of economic opportunity is sore iaportant

for reasons of migration than uneven distribution of aankind. Distribution

of natural resources and different economic activities in the different

areas of Egypt affect population distribution and its movement.

Studies of population distribution, urbanisation, and internal

migration are importent for economic and social planning. Furnishing

public utilities, industrial location, population settlement, manpower

planning, education and training, urban development planning and balanced

development of economic sectors, etc. should be baaed on the results of

these studies.

Studies of internal migration were neglected in the past. It did

not receive as early attention ea international movements.
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There are no comprehensive studies on population migration in

Egypt. Data on the place of birth and place of enumeration were pub-

lished for the first time in the 1960 Census of Population. Charles

Issawi stated in his book Egypt in. devolution . "Through their history

the Egyptians, one of the most sedentary and longest settled in the

world, have shown a marked reluctance to emigrate."1

If we broadly divide Egypt into three zones- -large cities, other

cities or towns, and country areas, there will be nine probabilities

of movements. The moat Important are the movements to large cities, and

the least important are the movements to country areas, as a result of

having rural over-population.

Por a long time Egypt's main economic sector was agriculture.

In 1959 a comprehensive plan for economic and social development was

initiated. In this plan industry was considered as the strong support

of the national build-up. About 80 percent of the investment of the

first five-year plan of industry was concentrated in four citiea: Cairo,

Alexandria, Sues, and Asswan. 2 Thus it is expected that the rate of

migration to urban areas will increase.

Migration of population has its economic and social impact on

both the origin and the destination. The effects of immigration that

were mentioned by Taft can mostly be applied to internal migration. 3

1Charles Issawi, Ex-rot in. Revolution , an Economic Analysis .

(Oxford university Press, New York), p. 181.

2Aida Bechara, Industrial Location J& the, Egyptian Region .

(Dar El-Hahda, Cairo, 1962), p. 181.

3Donald R. Taft, Human. H^gr^lop A. Study of Interna* ioeje,,

(The Ronald Press Company, Mew York, 1936), p. 173.
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Taft considered the effect upon the production, consumption, end dis-

tribution of wealth, accumulation of capital and unemployment.

Workers move from place to place seeking new jobs or changing jobs.

In discussing the lebor force — the wealth of a nation, Ginsberg stated

that:

Many of those who have been professionally trained in economics,

like myself, have long doubted that man operates as a calculating

machine, always seeking to maximise his gains and minimise his

its

Economists themselves heve never had more than a passing Interest

in questions of human resources. There Is one exception—Adam
Smith— ....A close study of Smith's classic, The Wealth of Nation.

leaves an indelible Impression that Smith considered the key to a

nation's wealth, the skill, dexterity and judgment with which its

labor is generally applied. 1

By an optimum utilisation of the available natural, human, and

financial resources, economic planning can achieve an increase in

national production and the standard of living.

There are several economic, social and demographic factors that

affect internal migration. Shryock points out that:

It seems likely that many decisions sre based on consideration

of both economic and noneconomic factors and that what is known

about the present residence is compared with what is known about

one or more addresses or areas of potential residence.

Comparative net migrations for various geographic areas and

residence types tend to be consistent with the frequently made

generalisation that migration is from arees of lower consumer

and lower levels of living to those where these are higher. 2

Hsii Ginsberg, Supon. Resources, &£ gejsUJi of a Ng^Sfi, (Simon

and Schuster, New York, 1958), p. 12.

y Shryock, Population Mobi^y Within, the. United S£a£es,

ity end Family Study Center, Chicago, 1964), p. 403.
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Ha also points out that the often equal else of counter-stream* suggests

that such migration cannot be explained by over-all economic dif-

ferentials among areas, and that these counter- streams may arise from

a variety of causes: (1) Return migration by workers who failed to

improve their lot or who had personal reasons bringing them homo;

(2) The existence of "subuniverses" of economic opportunity, which

differ according to industry, occupation, race, sex, age, and so on;

(3) noneconomic reasons; (4) Imperfect knowledge of relative op-

portunities in two areas. 1

Factors affacting migration rates are different in the different

areaa. Percentages of population whose places of enumeration in 1960

and birth were the same varied between governorates of Egypt in the

1960 Census of Population. This percentage was low in the large cities

and urban governorates and high in the others. They were 41, 53, 60,

62, and 72 in the Red Sea, Sues, Ismallia, Cairo and Alexandria respec-

tively, while they were 98, 97, 96, and 93 in Kena, Assyiut, Dakahlia

and Kafr Bl-Sheikh respectively as shown in Table 1? If we look at

Table 2 and 3 we will find that largo cities have the highest average

annual wage per worker (except that of Behera which was L.E 226. 7 )?

and that moat of the governorates which had a high percentage of

1
Ibid. . p. 403.

2Department of Statistics and Census, 1960 Comoua o£ Population.
Volume U, General Tables (Cairo, July 1963), p. 50.

*L.E are symbols which stand for libra
A pound is approximately equal to two dollars.

L.E are symbols which stand for libra Egyptian or Egyptian pound.



TABLE 1

S

TOTAL POPULATION, POPULATION BORN AND ENUMERATED IN THE
EAM GOVERNORATE AND PERCENTAGE, 1960 CENSUS, EGYPT

Pop. in the Same
Governorate of

Pop. of Total Birth and
tovernorate Population* Enuaeratlon* Percentage

Cairo 3,348,779 2,079,434 62.09
Alexandria 1,516,234 1,085,602 71.59
Port Said 245,318 168,046 68.50
I—nil 284,113 171,297 60.29
Sues 203,610 109,727 53.89
Danietta 387,962 349,188 90.00
Dakahlia 2,014,883 1,938,317 96.19
Sharkia 1,819,798 1,744,224 95.84
Kalyubia 988,035 886,464 89.71
Rafr-Bl-Sheikh 973,019 912,369 93.76
Gharbia 1,715,212 1,604,851 93.56
Manoufia 1,334,953 1,308,283 98.00
Behera 1,685,679 1,371,897 93.25
Giza 1,336,418 1,040,179 77.83
Banl Souof 859,832 826,609 96.13
Fayoua 839,163 812,168 96.78
Minya 1,560,311 1,510,244 96.79
Aaaiut 1,329,588 1,290,255 97.04
Souhag 1,578,858 1,540,020 97.54
Kana 1,351,358 1,319,314 97.64
Aaavan 385,350 331,685 86.07
Rod Saa 25,452 10,543 41.42-
Wadi El-Gedid 33,932 32,354 95.34
Matrouh 103,453 93,800 90.66
Sinai 49.769 ?i|873, 6*t<*

Total 25,984,101 22,768,943 876.26

Source: 1960 Cenaua of Population, od.. cit.
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TABLE 2

ESTABUSHMBMTS EMPLOYING 10 AMD MORE PERS0MS
BT GOVBRMORATES (I960) , EGYPT

Percentage Total Fay—ta Itanual Average
to Total in Cash and Wage Per

Mo. of Workers Kinds Worker
Governorates Workers (X) (000 L.E.) L.E.

Cairo 80,096 24.50 10,238 WVl^
Alexandria 80,557 24.64 11,121 13***
Fort Said 1,563 0.48 283 lol.l
Xsaellia 756 0.23 103 ±36rT
Sues 6,C20 1.84 2,108 350.2
Daaietta 1,338 0.41 118 -88.2
Dakahlia 3,221 0.99 339 105.2
Kalyubia 31,859 9.75 3,836 Attrfr
Sharkia 3,143 0.96 285 ^0*7"
Kafr-Il-Shaikh 790 0.24 48 60.8
Gharbia 32,834 10.04 4,858 ^4*i0-
Menoufia 1,971 0.60 126 63.9MM 22,694 6.94 5,145 226,*-

Gisa 24,517 7.50 3,947 161.0
Hani Souef 1,372 0.42 117 85.3-
Fayouai 1,104 0.34 100 90.6
Mlnya 4,390 1.34 435 9*v1r
Assiut 2,023 0.62 149 -7**^
Souhag 1,040 0.32 110 105»#-
MM 5,899 1.80 m attit
Asswan 3,311 1.01 446 134T7
Frontier Govern,

- IM37 5.03
. 2*1*7 174*4

Total 326,935 100.00 47,453 145.1

Source

:

Central Statiatlcal Committee. Basic Statistics. June
1962, p. 94.



TABU 3
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ESTABLISHMENTS EMPLOYING 10 AND MORE PERSON*
BY GOVttKORATBS (1952) , EGYPT

Percentage Total Payments Annual Average
to Total in Cash and Wage per

No. of Workers Kinds Worker
Governorates Workera a> (000 L.E.) L.E.

Cairo 65,151 23.85 7,275 unr
Alexandria 69,500 25.44 8,019 -t»*4-
Port Said
Isaailia

3,328 1.22 712 *w*r
Sues 5,195 1.91 2,083 -401*6-
Daaietta 1,232 0.45 99 *6?4
Dakahlia 8,611 3.15 407 47.3
Kalyubla 21,837 7.99 2,253 r-403r*
Sharkia 2,492 0.92 195 ^8.3
Xafr-El-Sheikh 1,425 0.52 87 -6H1
Gharbla 30,973 11.34 3,163 402*4
Manoufia 2,086 0.76 100 *7rt-
Sahara 22,598 8.27 2,780 AUift
Giza 14,969 5.48 2,205 447^*
Baal Souef 1,768 0.65 143 -80r*
VNjpmm 964 0.35 98 ^401.7
Minya 5,009 1.83 445 *6*9~
Assyuit 3,376 1.31 190 53.1
Soukag 1,939 0.71 144 *4*B
Kena 3,348 1.23 528 157.7
Asswan 1,396 0.51 184 -tact^
frontier Govern. 5,75? 3.11 754 y&ai

Total 273,156 100.00 31,864 116.7

Source; Central Statistical Coauittee, Basic Statistics.
June 1962, p. 96 •
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population born and enumerated in the same governorate had typically

the lowest annual average wage. This indicates that there oust be a

relationship between level of income and wove—at of population.

This study deals with sosjs selected factors that were thought

to affect population migration. These factors are distance from origin

to destination, education of origin and destination, level of income of

origin end destination and also levels of urbanisation and population

tise. Data of this study were collected for each governorate. In run-

ning the regression program, the date was pooled. 1

The second chapter is an attempt to provide an explanation and

comparison of population distribution, internal migration, and urbani-

sation in Egypt and other countries. Chapter III is concerned with

similar and related studies which have been done before. The formu-

lation of the model that was used in this analysis and the theoretical

relationship between the independent variables and dependent variable

is set out in Chapter IV. Chapter V deals with the empirical findings

and is based on selected regression equations. Finally Chapter VI

rises the findings end offers suggestions for future research.

The data was pooled for 24 governorates out of 25. The
governorete of El-Wadi EL-Gedid wes excluded as its data were
available.



CHAPTER II

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION AND INTERNAL MIGRATION
IN EGYPT AND OTHER COUNTRIES

Distribution of Population

Population is not evenly distributed over the earth's surface.

Africa's srea is 22 percent of the total area of the world while its

population is about 8 percent of the world's population. Asia contains

over half of the world's population who are living on less than one third

of ite area. Density of population of the world is 21 persons per square

kilometer. Density of population differs from country to country and

also within the country. When questioning whether the eree is over-

populated or under-populated, we face the problem of definition. There

is no definite measure, but it varies according to many factors such as

the fertility of soil, the economic sctivity of people, level of skills

and education, facilities o£ transportation, and natural resources.

Factors Affecting Density

Natural conditions affect density of population. Generally,

population is dense where water is in good supply. Density is high

along the river valleys in high rainfall areas, in the wooded end grass-

lands, and where climate is good. Population is considerable along the

river valleys in Mali and Egypt in Africa, while their deserts sre

9
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sparsely populated by nomads. Population density in Chad sverages 2 per

square kilometer. On the other hand In Africa, in the equatorial and

central parts, population densities are very low as a result of forest

barriers and the poverty of soil. Most areas of Congo and Angola have

lev density. In other parts, farther south, South Heat Africa and

Bechuanaland have population densities of about one or less per square

kilometer. In Bast Africa, density on the average is not as high aa

in the West except in certain areas. In Uganda which lies around Lake

Victoria, the average density is as high as 80. Ruanda and Burundi,

Kenya, Myassaland, South Tanganyika, and Southern Rhodesia have the

sane high density, which is due to their volcanic, fertile soil and

the relative shortness of the dry season. In Algeria in the north of

Africa, overall density is 4 persons per square kilometer and the

population is concentrated in the cultivated area. About 60 per cent

of the population in Libya is located in the fertile coastal strip and

in the Barce plain plateau. In Egypt, as mentioned before, the popu-

late m is concentrated in the Mile Valley, the Delta, and the Canal Zone.

The availability of transportation facilities is another important

factor governing the geographical distribution of population within a

region. According to a United Nations study, lack of adequate transport

facilities has reduced agriculture in many regions to subsistence crops

and also caused migration seasonal or otherwise, of workers in search of

employment. Hence, there are in Africa regions of labor shortage ami

regions of labor surplus, income being relatively lower in these regions
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which are alto out-migration areas. 1

For example, the location of town and urban development in the

coastal regions of West Africa was influenced by transport facilities.

Many towns grew up on trade routes. In northern Africa, Cairo as a

center between Upper and Lower Egypt, and Alexandria, as a port, were

influenced by their location and transport facilities in their growth.

Density of population and uneven distribution of population affect

migration but the most important is the uneven distribution of economic

opportunity.

Internal Migration

According to a United Nations report, there are four types of

internal migration which may be distinguished as follows:

The Mn^smsnts ef Namada . Pastoral tribes migrate seasonally
to find gracing for their herds. This type of migration is ob-
served in North Africa as well as in Africa South of the Sahara.
As example, we can cite, in Egypt, the movements of Nomads in
the Western and Eastern Desert, end Sinai.

ftllfflT TTIH nf Jl"l"i I l—i tffulflfliftfff fTW the system of
recruitment and labour contracts. These movements are often under
the control of authorities but in the majority of cases, they are
outside any form of control. The duration of these movements as
well as the distances covered by the migrants varies greatly from
one country to another. The main feature is that it involves only
the male labor force without any movement of children or other
dependents.

A third type of migration is of more permanent character. It
stems from the duel character of African economics. The traditional
sector (family and subsistence agriculture, handicrafts, etc.) and
modem sector (organised agriculture, Industry and commerce).

United Nations, Economic Commission for Africa, Seminar on
Population, Probleme in Africa . 29 October, 10 November 1962, Cairo,
United Arab Republic, p. 9.
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Considerable migratory noveaanta occur, neatly from the traditional

aector to the modern sector. By and large, stagnation reigns in

the traditional agriculture and handicraft economy. The general

picture ia a considerable amount of unemployment and disguised

unemployment in the sense that without any improvement in tech-

nical methods, heavy out-migration in many parts of Africa would
not reduce output.

In thia type of migration, we can classify part of the migratory

flow from countryside to urban areas, migration from upper Egypt

to the Delta, migration in Morocco between different rural areas,

nonaeaaonal migratory flows from the savannah zones to the coastal
belts of West Africa, etc.

Migratory movements of temporary and ssaaaaal character. To a
considerable extent they represent an adjustment of labor to the
unequal distribution of population in relation to resources. The
volume of these Movements is vaguely known, but their direction
ia mainly from subsistence rural ereaa to cash-crop areas, from
rural areaa to urban areas as temporary workers during the seasons
where there is little to do on the land.l

Selected Factors Affecting Internal Migration

Why do people move? Where should they be? There ere several

factors affecting movement of people. In general internal migration

is a reault of imbalance between economic and social levela of dif-

ferent areaa. According to Goodrich, "In well directed migration, we

should expect people to move from pieces where they have fared bedly to

places where people have fared better."

Factors affecting population migration can be summarised aa

follows:

4bid . . p. 10,

2Carter Goodrich and others. Migration and Economic Opportunities,.
(University of Pennsylvania Press, 1936). p. 11.
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(1) Economic factors.

(2) Demographic factors.

(3) Social and cultural factors.

(4) Other factors—military, contract, etc.

Different regions or govemorates of Egypt differ in economic

and social structure. One of the economic indices that affects migra-

tion is wages. Tables 2 and 3 show the wide range between annual average

of wages in the governorates of Egypt in 1952 and I960, in industrial

establishment employing 10 persons or more. Table 4 shows the average

annual change in wages and percentage change of wages for every govern-

orate.

Percentages of population who were born and enumerated in the

governorate in the 1960 Census of Population show slso a wide

governorates, as mentioned in the introduction.

LiS

Attempts to define urban areas were made in Germany in the beginning

of this century by Bruckner, Hesse, and Schott. They defined an urban area

as a geographic unit with circles around the center of the eree or city,

using a radius of 10, then 15, and even 20 km. This way was not efficient

mm it Included areas not urban In character, and did not consider the

interaction between the central city and areas externel to it.

Later studies were made in the United States and the United

According to Boustedt:
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TABLE 4

PERCENT AMD AVERAGE CHANGE IN INCOME FOR EGYPT'S GOVERNO&ATES
DURING THE PERIOD 1952-1960

Percent change Average change

in income in income
Governorate 1 Yi Yl

Cairo .14 2.01
Alexandria .20 2.83
Port Said
Ismailia
Seus -.13 6.65
Daaietta .10 9.80
Dakahlia 1.22 7.24
Sharkia .16 1.55
Kalyubla .17 2.23
Kafr-El-Sheikh 0.04
Gharbla .45 5.72
Menoufia .33 2.00
Behara .46 12.96
Gisa .93 1.71
Baal Suif .05 .55
Fayoua .11 1.39
Mlnya .12 1.29
Aaaylut .39 2.58
Souhag .42 3.93
Kena -.30 5.85
Asswaa .02 0.36
Red Sea
Hatrouh
Sinai

Source: Data of annual average wage per worker of Table* 2
and 3 was used to get dats of this table.
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There is also agreement concerning certain basic characteristics
of the region and its component parts. Always to be taken into
account are: (1) the share of the labor force engaged in agri-
culture, e retio which characterises population structure; (b)

the density of the population and, if possible, the type of build-
ings, as characterizations of the residential pattern; (c) the
number of persons commuting from the individual parts of the
agglomeration area into the central city, as a characterisation
of interaction. 1

In the 1960 Census of Population of Egypt, urban areas includes

governorates of Cairo, Alexandria, Port Said, Sues, Ismail ia, Frontier

Governorates and capitals of other governorates as well as district

is) capitals.

fflpulafrion Growth, snj Urbanisation,

Population growth is one of the basic factors affecting internal

migration end urbanisation. Throughout history, the urban cycle has

always been the same: population growth transformed rural areas into

urban areas and cities. Table S shows the annual rate of increase

of population in different countries.

Percentages of urban population vary in a wide range between

underdeveloped end developed countries. In 1954 urban population in

Hepel was 2.8 percent of the total population (8,473,478). China was

14.2 percent in 1956. Monaco with 20,422 persons in 1956 had 100 percent

urban population, while it wes 82.9 percent in Scotland in 1951, 80.8

percent in England in 1951, 71.7 percent in Germany in 1959, 66.6 percent

in 1956 in Canada, and 64.0 percent in 1950 in the United states. 2

k>laf Boustedt, Some, JSafelgnal Approaches to Delimiting Urban
Boundaries, urban Research Methods . (D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc.,
Princeton, Hew Jersey, 1961). p. 42.

2
united Nations, Demographic Year Book 1960 . 12th Issue, p. 273.
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TABLE 5

RATE OF POPULATION INCREASE AMP DENSITY*

FOR DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

Country

Annual rate

of increase
1953-1960 (X)

Ghana 6.2

Guinea 4.3

Libya 1.6

South Africa 2.4
United Arab Republic 2.4
Algeria 2.3
Canada 2.6

Mexico 3.1

United States of America 1.7

Bahrain 3.4

China 2.3
India 1.9

Israel 3.6

Japan 1.0

Nepal 1.6

United Kingdom, England and
Wales 0.3

Switzerlend 1.3

Density
1960

28
12

1

13

26

5

2
18

19
246
68
136
102

252
67

303
130

Source: Derived from Demographic Yearbook 1961, United Nations,

Table I, p. 101.

^Density is the number of persons per square kilometer.

In Egypt urban population was 36.9 percent of the total population in

1960. Table 6 shows trends of total and urban population in different

countries.

According to the Egyptian Association of Population Studies,

in the twentieth century, Egypt had two stages of population growth.

The firat was ended when the Second World War started. The natural

Increase of population in this first stage did not exceed 1.3 percent

annually. The second stage began after the Second World War, and the
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TABLE 6

TRIMD8 OF URBAN AMD TOTAL POPULATION
IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

Country Date Total

Imai
Urban

Number Percent

Algeria 1926
1954

5,444,361
9,433,363

1,100,143
2,157,938

20.2
22.9

Union of South Africa 1921

1951
6,928,580
12,671,452

4,002,406
8,227,641

25.1
35.8

United Arab Republic
Egypt

1937

1957

15,920,694
22,996,904

4,002,406
8,227,641

25.1
35.8

Canada 1921
1956

8,787,949
16,080,791

4,352,122
10,714,855

49.5
66.6

Mexico 1930
1956

16,552,722
30,538,050

5,540,631
13,467,685

33.5
44.1

United Statea 1920
1950

105,710,620
150,697,361

54,157,973
96,467,686

51.2
64.0

China 1949
1956

541,670,000
627,800,000

57,650,000
89,150,000

10.6

14.2

Japan 1920

1955
55,391,481
89,275,529

10,020,038
50,288,028

18.1

56.3

Nepal 1952 8,473,478 238,475 2.8

Monaco 1946
1956

19,242
20,422

19,242
20,422

100.0
100.0

Scotland 1921
1951

4,882,497
5,096,115

3,771,762
4,226,803

77.0
82.9

Svitmrland 1920
1950

3,880,320
4,714,992

1,071,554
1,720,057

27.6
36.5

United Kingdom 1921
1951

37,886,699
43,757,888

30,035,417 79.3
35,361,797 80.8

ok, 1961, United Nation*.
0-1960, p. 373.

Source:
Table 9: Urban

Derived from Demographic Yearbo
and Total Population by Sex 192
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annual rate of increase of population rose to 2.4 percent. This will

lead to a doubling of the population In 30 years. 1 According to the

Administration of Public Mobilisation and Census, the population of

Igypt was 30 million and 53 thousand in 1965, and the annual increase

was 2.7 percent. Table 7 shows the growth of population from 1897

to 1965.

Urban population grew at higher rates- -3 .2 and 3.1 percent

annually in the periods 1937-1947 and 1947-1960 respectively. Urban

population grows es a result of Internal migration and natural Increase

of population. The higher rates are mostly a reault of increaae of

net-migration. Two main streams of movements may be observed: from

Upper to Lower Egypt, end from the country to the towns. Upper Igypt

Is more densely populated than lower Egypt, excluding Cairo and Alex-

andria and other big cities.

The number of large towns4 in Lower Igypt wes 46, 51, and 57

in the censuses of 1937, 1947 and 1960 respectively. In the same years

the number of large towns in Upper Egypt wes 38, 44, and 57 respectively.

Host of the industries are located in Cairo, Alexandria, and other

governorates in Lower Egypt (see general information about Egypt,

Table 8). In 1960 about 81.6 percent of the workers of establishments

employing 10 workers or more were working in Cairo, Alexandria and Lower

Egypt, and only 18.4 percent of the workers were in Upper Egypt (see

Table 2).

Egyptian Association of Population Studies of Cairo, Basis of
Population Policies, 1964, p. 9.

Large towns are those whose population ia 30,000 inhabitants or more.
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TABLE 7

GROWTH OP POPULATION, 1897-1965

Population Annual percent rate of
Tear (incl. Moaada) Increase during interval

1897 9,715,000

1907 11,287,000 1.51

1917 12,751,000 1,23

1927 14,218,000 1.09

1937 15,933,000 1.15

1947 19,022,000 1.78

1960 26,059,000 2.45

19651 30,052,000 2.70

Source: Issawi, p. 77, og. cit .

11965 data was obtained from the Administration of Public Mo-
bility and Census. (The Saaple Survey Census of Population of 1965).

According to Issawi, agricultural income was as follows:

In 1955/56 gross agricultural income was put at L.E. 52 per per-
son in agriculture in Upper Egypt, and in Lower Egypt L.E. 75 per
person; a breakdown by province shows s narked inverse correlation,
-0.78 between population density per cultivsted feddan and agri-
cultural per capita incc

All big cities ere in Lower Egypt, namely, Cairo, Alexandria,
Port Said, Isaailis, and Sues. For this reason and for the reasons
mentioned shove the population of Lower Egypt grew more rapidly than
that of Upper Egypt. During the decade 1937-1947 the percentage
growth of Lower Egypt ranged from 13.7 for Kalyubia to 20.1 for
Sharkia (excluding the two border governorates, Gisa and Menoufia).
In Upper Egypt the percentage ranged between 14.8 in Assyiut to
4.7 in Asswsn.l

1
Ibid., p. 84.
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TABLE •

GENERAL INFORMATION IN CENSUS TEARS
1937, 1947, AMD 1960, EGYPT

inr 1947 1960

Total population (1,000 *») 15,921 18,966 26,069
Mo. of largo eitiaa (In urban Governorates) 6 6 5
Population of large cities (1,000's) 2,249 3,416 5,582
Percentage to total population 14. 11 18.01 21.41
Mo. of large towns in Lover Egypt 46 31 62
No. of large towns in Upper Egypt 38 44 57
Urban population in both Lower and

Upper Egypt (1,000's) 1,622 2,299 4,048
Percentage to total population 10.21 12.11 15.51
No. of villages in Lower Egypt 2,237 2,248 2,339
Mo. of villages in Upper Egypt 1,684 1,709 1,682
Eurel population in both Lower and

Upper Egypt (l,000*s) 11,940 13,090 16,119
Percentage to total population 75.01 69.01 61.91
No. of districts in Frontier Governorates 16 23 23
Population of Frontier Goveraoretes (1,000 'ii) 110 161 320
Percentage to total population 0.71 0.91 1.21
Total area of the Republic (1,000

sq. ka».) 1,002 1,002 1,002
Inhabited area (1,000 sq. loss.)

excluding deserts 34.2 34.8 35.4
Inhabited area (1,000 feddans)
excluding deserts 8,139 8,289 8,531

Density of population (per sq. lass.)

excluding deserts 466 545 739
Cultivated area (1,000 feddans) 5,281 5,761 5,844
Cultivated area (1,000 feddans) 8,358 9,147 10,296
Crop area (1,000 feddans) 8,358 9,147 10,296

Source: Central Statistical Committee, Basic Statistics.
(Cairo, June 1962), p. S.
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In 1960 the percentage of inhabitants In each governorate born

outside its borders ranged from 461 in Sues to 96.21 in Dakahlia in

Lower Egypt and from 86.11 in Asswan to 97.61 in Kena (Table 1).

In 1960 e sample study in Cairo (6,000 migrants) showed that 98

percent of migrants came from rural areas. Fifty-three percent of the

population of Cairo were born in that city, 94 percent were under 45

years old and 40 percent of them were illiterate. 1

Growth of. Big Cities,2

In the 1937, 1947 and 1960 censuses, big cities numbered 6, 6,

5 respectively. (Demietta was counted as a governorate in 1960 census.)

Red Sea, Hew Valley, Matrouh and Sinai were counted as new urban govern-

orates in the 1960 Census of Population.

Cairo and Alexandria are the largest cities in Egypt and had

3,348,779 and 1,516,234 inhabitants respectively, in the 1960 census.

Between 1917 and 1937 the population of Cairo rose from 791,000 to

1,312,000 and for Alexandria from 445,000 to 686,000, an increase of

86 end 55 percent respectively. Between 1937 and 1960 the rates of

population growth of the two cities of Cairo end Alexandria were 39

and 45 percent respectively.

The five big cities have a very high density of population. In

1947 and 1960, density in Cairo was 11,597 end 15,634 inhabitants per

^l-Ahrem, Cairo, 17 Jan., 1962, p. 5.

2In 1934 and 1947 big cities were Ceiro, Alexandria, Sues,
Ismailia, Port Said and Damietta, but in 1960, Demietta was excluded
as a big city as it had seme rurel areas.
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square kiLometer respectively. As Alexandria's area has been doubled

more than three tines, density was 13,372 and 5,237 in 1947 and 1960

respectively. In 1947, Canal Zone density was 982, in 1960 it was

divided into Port Said and Ismsilia which had 617 and 343 density per

square kilometer respectively. In 1947 and 1960 Sues density increased

from 307 to 663 per square kilometer as the area waa the same. Density

of population differs inside the city and sometimes it has a wide range

between the smallest administrative unit or districts. A case such as

Alexandria's density in 1947 and 1960 has to be studied on the district

level as the area increased and included new districts which had low

density compared with the old districts (see Table 9).

A study made by the United Nations shows a wide range between

the annual rates of increase of population in different African cities

and urban agglomerations of 100,000 and more inhabitants.

In the post-war period annual growth of cities end urban ag-

glomeration shown in Table 10 for African countries varies from less

than one percent in Bone of Algeria to 14.21 in Leopoldville of Congo.

In the same period, cities of Egypt grew by an annual rate ranging

from 1.39 in Port Said to 7.89 in Sues. Comparing the growth of the

early post-World War II period with the growth In recent years, the

annual rates of increase of population in recent years in the African

countries vary from 1.04 in Lourenco Marques of Mosamblque to 11.01 in

Salisbury of Rhodesia and Myassaland.

In recent years, some cities grew by higher rates than in the

immediate post-war period, while other cities grew by lower rates.
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TABLE 9

OF POPULATION, AREA, AMD DENSITY IN THE BIG CITIES

AMD TOTAL EGYPT IN 1947 AMD 1960

Population 4-

1947

Area2

k»2 Density Population 1-

1960

Area2

sq.km. Density

Cairo 2,075,914 179 11,597 3,348,779 214 15,634

Alexandria 949,446 71 13,372 1,516,234 290 5,237

Port Said

Ismailia
341,672 348 982

245,318

384,115

397

829

617

343

Suez 107,244 307 349 203,610 307 663

Total of
Egypt 18,966,767 1,002 545 25,984,101 1,002 739

Sources: 1947 and 1960 Census of Population.

2Departnsnt of Statistics and Census.

In recent years Constant ine of Algeria grew by 10.93 percent per year,

while it grew by 2.84 in the early post-war period. In recent years

Louranco Marques grew by 1.04 while it grew in the post-war period by

4.73 percent as mentioned shove.

Sues of Egypt grew by 2.98 percent in recent years while it

by 7.89 percent in the early post-war period. Some other cities grew

by lower rates in recent years than in the post-war period: Assyuit,

Cairo, Ismsilia, Mansoura and Tanta (Table 10). 1

^United Nation, Economic Commission for Africa, Seminar on Popu-
lation Problems in Africa, 29 Oct. to 10 Mov., 1962, Population Diatri -

bu£ion, Internal HmT^f MA !lTKT1l1illilltsffn IS Africa . No. 62-2591.
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TABLE 10

CITIES AMD URBAN AGGLOMERATIONS OF 100,000 AND MORE INHABITANTS

AVERAGE ANNUAL RATES OF INCREASE BETWEEN
THE FOST-WAR PERIOD AND RECENT TEAR!

(C: city proper; A: urban agglcuserat ion)

Increase i Increase

Countrlas and cities Period Percent Period Percent

North Africa

Algeria
Alger C 1936-1954 1.74 A 1948-1959 4.68
Km C 1936-1948 0.80 C

A
1948-1954
1948-1959

6.53
2.12

Constant ine 1936-1948 2.84 C 1948-1954 10.93
A 1948-1959 6.50

Oran c 1936 1.66 C
A

1948-1954
1948-1959

3.37
2.80

Sidi-bel-Abbes C 1936-1948 0.85 C 1948-1959 5.94

Morocco
Casablanca c 1936-1951- 52 6.49 C 1951-52-1960 4.11
Fes c 1936-1951- 52 1.37 C 1951-52-1960 2.23
Marrakech c 1936-1951- 52 0.80 C 1951-52-1960 1.40
Meknes c 1936-1951- 52 4.11 C 1951-52-1960 2.80
Oujda c 1936-1951- 52 5.68 C 1951-52-1960 5.79
Rabat c 1936-1951- 52 4.15 c 1951-52-1960 4.40
Tetoun c 1945-1960 0.48

Tunisia
Tunis c 1936-1946 5.19 c 1946-1956 1.17

Wm%
Alexandria c 1937-1947 2.97 c 1947-1959 3.17
Assyult c 1937-1947 4.13 c 1947-1959 2.50
Cairo c 1937-1947 4.77 c 1947-1959 2.63
Daaanhur c 1937-1947 3.08 c 1947-1959 3.28
El Mahalla el Rubra c 1947-1959 2.72
Giaa C 1937-1947 5.68 c 1947-1959 8.39
tfMis C 1937-1947 6.28 c 1947-1959 4.32
Mansora C 1937-1947 3.98 c 1947-1959 2.92
Fort Said C 1937-1947 1.39 c 1947-1959 2.01
Sues c 1937-1947 7.89 c 1947-1959 2.98
Tanta c 1937-1947 3.95 c 1947-1959 1.88
Zagasig c 1937-1947 3.18 c 1947-1959 3.30
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Countries and cities Period Percent Period Percent

in* iiiM

Ithiopie
Addis-Ababa C 1938-1957 2.73

Nairobi

Tananarive

Lourenco Marques

Dar-es-Sal

C 1948-1959
C 1948-1959

5.43
7.40

C 1936-1948 3.24 C 1946-1959 3.18

C 1935-1950 4.73 C 1950-1956 1.04

C 1931-1948 6.68 C 1948-1957 7.20

South Africa,

Union of South Africa
Benoni A 1936-1946 1.03 A 1946-1960 4.38
Bloemfontein A 1936-1946 2.64 A 1946-1960 3.86
Cape Town A 1936-1946 2.19 A 1946-1960 3.19
Durban A 1936-1946 3.36 A 1946-1960 4.12
Bast Leaden A 1936-1946 2.63 A 1946-1960 2.73
Geraiston A 1936-1946 4.66 A 1946-1960 3.25
Johannesburg A 1936-1946 3.06 A 1946-1960 2.64
Port Elisabeth A 1936-1946 3.01 A 1946-1960 4.42
Pretorie A 1936-1946 6.49 A 1946-1960 3.88
Springs A 1936-1946 2.47 A 1946-1960 1.41
Vercenlging A 1936-1946 5.24 A 1946-1960 7.90

West Africa

Louande

fieaoroun (Yamffidj)
Douala

Brazzaville

C 1930-1950

C 1931-1954

C 1931-1946

5.26

6.44

9.96 C 1946-1959 3.74
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TABLE 10 (continued)

Increase Increase

Countries and cities Period Percent Period Percent

West Africa (cont'd)

Accra C 1936-1948 5.56 C 1948-1960 11.29

Conakry C 1936-1946 7.18 C 1946-1960 3.65

Ivorv Coast
Abidjan C 1933-1946 7.49 C 1946-1955 10.92

Miaer^a
Ibadaa C 1936-1932 1.08

Ife C 1931-1952 7.53

Iwo C 1931-1952
C 1931-1952

2.72
1.82

Lagos C 1936-1950 3.77 C 1950-1960 4.69
Ogbonosho C 1931-1952 2.29
Oghogbo C 1931-1952 4.27

1enema, 1

Dakar C 1936-1946 3.5i C 1946-1954 7.40

ttoBM iMM
C 1947-1959 3.65

Central Africa

Blisabetville C 1946-1959 9.52
Leopoldville C 1938-1947 14.21 C 1947-1959 10.67

tents Rhodesia A 1946-1959 10.31
Salisbury A 1946-1959 11.01

Source: United Nation, Economic Commission for Africa, Seminar
on Population Problems in Africa, 196
Migration and Urbanisation in Africa.

2 * Pooulatiam Mstributit°»» Internal
Ho. 62-2591, p. 11.

Rates computed1 according to data given on Demographic Yearbook 1960,
Table 7. For the population of theae cities and urban aggloierations see
the same teble.
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As mentioned la another United Nation* study, "One of the earliest

and most spectacular instancesof industrialisation aa a factor contributing

to urbanisation is that afforded by the town of Mehe 11a-el-Rubra in the

United Arab Republic." Beforel927 the nature of manual type of manu-

facturing kept the population at a relatively low figure. The following

table (Table 11) explains the situation clearly.

TABLE 11

POPULATION GROWTH OF KEKALLA-EL-KUBRA, 1*82-1960*

1882 1897 1907 1917 1927 1937 1947 1960

Population 27,851 31,791 33,547 38,088 45,642 63,292 115,758 178,288

Percentage
growth 9 6 14 20 39 83 53

united Nations, International Social Service Review, Urbanisation
in the Arab States and its Effects on Family Life, No. 9, New York,
April, 1963, p. 20.

In 1927 the biggest textile works in the Middle East (Misr Spin-

ning and Weaving Co.) was established in Mehalla. The industrialisation

process apparently stimulated population growth of the town, which in-

creased by 20, 39, sad 83 percent in the decades 1927, 1937, and 1947

respectively. The rate of growth dropped to 53 percent in the next

decade according to the 1960 census. The drop was due to the fact that

the government planned to establish other factories in other parts

of the seme Governorate of Gharbla. The new centers, Meet-Ghamr and

Tanta, began to attract the migration of rural population, in addition
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to the factories eatablished in other governorates such aa Dakahlia and

Menoufia. Another example ia that of Kafr-el-Davar, a small town twenty

kilometers southeast of Alexandria. In 1897, it waa a email village of

850 inhabitants. By 1937 its population had risen to 1,980. By 1947

it had become a textile induatrial town of 11,058. Its population rose

sharply with the expansion of existing factories and the establishment

of new ones, until it reached 254,817 in 1960 population census.

Rapid growth of citiea and urban areas ia mostly a reault of

internal migration, especially rural-urban migration. Internal mi-

gration affacta the economic, social, and demographic structure of

the country. For that reason and others, studying factors affecting

migration ia important.

lIbid., p. 21.



CHATTER III

REVIEW V LITERATURE

The field of empirical analysis of Internal migration can be con-

sidered es a new one. But in general, perhaps the earliest study of

human migration was dome by Ravenstein in the 1880 'a. Be discussed

some "lavs" of geographic migration concerning population movements

in the United Kingdom. The most important finding of this study was

that distance is an essential factor influencing migratory movements. 1

Internal migration took place through the United States history

and until the present time. Hathaway in his study on "Facilitating

Movements of Labor Out of Agriculture," tried to answer some questions

related to this subject. 2 Be pointed out between 1920 and 1960 more

than 25 million people have migrated from farms to urban areas and non-

farm occupations, and that migration from farms has persisted through

depressions and ware. The rate of migration in the 1920-30 decade was

19 percent of the beginning population. By 1950 more than one-half

of the 1940 form population age 10-19 had left the forms,, and about

40 percent of the age group 20-24 on farms in 1940 had left the U

lE. G. Ravensteln, "The Laws of Migration," Journal of £jje (Roval)
Statistical Society . XLVTII (1885), 167-227.

2Dale E. Hathaway, "Facilitating Movemento of Labor Out of Agri-
culture," Ajsjrlcjn Economic Review, Vol. L, May, 1960, Mo. 2, p. 379.

29
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by 1950. Less than 20 percent of the group 30-49 years old, migrated

from faro in the same decade. 1 He stated:

Without out-migration the present problems of United States agri-
culture would have been magnified manyfold, and the gap between per
capita incomes in the farm and non-farm economy certainly would
have widened. As yet, however, there is no evidence that the rapid
rate of out-migration has appreciably closed the gap that existed
in per capita incomes of farm and non-farm people. Neither has the
migration from agriculture apparently significantly changed the
per capita income distribution between regions in agriculture. 2

Hathaway also found in his study that most of the out-

has been from farms of few resources. He pointed out that there are

indications that the out-migration has severely strained the social

and economic structure of many rural communities; it caused serious

problems for churches, schools, and rural businesses dependent on

umbers of population, and gave rise to pressing problems. But the

totel effect of migration from farms has apparently been of value

to both the farm and non-farm economies.

I

Income differentials ere among the most important factors that

cause the movement of people. A study by Taira on "Wage Differentials

in Developing Countries: A Survey of Findings," shows that wage dif-

ferentials between skilled end unskilled manual trades are wider In

developing than in developed countries, inter-industry wage differen-

tials are narrow in both, and that wage differentials between manual

1Ibid., p. 379.

2
Ibid.

3
Ibld. . p. 390.
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and nousanual occupations on the whole are wider in developing than in

developed countries. 1

Johnson tried to compare farm and non-farm incomes. He found

that the farm labor force has a larger proportion of its members in the

age groups with lowest earnings. Using 1940 urban wage distributions

by age and sex as weights, the 1940 farm labor force had an earning

capacity about 4 percent below the non-farm labor force. 2

In the study of "Private and Social Costs of the Movement of

People Out of Agriculture," Maddox indicated that the costs associated

with the movements of people out of agriculture are both numerous and

large. Farm out-migration is almost certain to continue at high levels

unless there is serious increase of unemployment, or increase in the

demand of farm products.

3

In this study Maddox estimates the distance that many farm

people can travel as five hundred miles from their homes. They take

ten days to get a non-farm job.4

Stouffer presented the idea that the number of people going a given

distance from a point is not a function of distance directly but rather

*KoJi Taira, 'Vage Differentials in Developing Countries: A Sur-

vey of Findings," Internetional Labor Review . Vol. 93, No. 3 (March

1966), p. 301.

TSale Johnson, "Compsrability of Labor Capacities of Farm and Non-

Farm Labor," American Economic Review. Vol. XLIII, June 1953, No. 3, p. 312.

3James G. Maddox, "Private and Social Coots of the Movement of
People Out of Agriculture," American Iconomic Review. Vol. L (Nay 1960),
No. 2, p. 401.

^IbJLd., p. 393.
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a function of spatial distribution of opportunities. 1 He thought that

the number of people going "S" distance from a point is directly

proportional to the number of opportunities on the perimeter of a

circle with radius "S" and inversely proportional to the number of

opportunities on or within that circle. In explaining the way of

counting opportunities, he pointed out that they first propose a

redefinition of Intervening opportunities as follows:

(1) Connect any two cities with a straight line.

(2) Draw a circle with this line as a diameter.

(3) Count the opportunities on or within this circle 2

Nelson argued that in the peat behavioral models of migration have

focused on en individual maximising the money gains of movement. Be

found that taking migration between states from 1935-40 and 1949>S0 (

in both periods migration was not significantly correlated with either

income or unemployment differences. On the other hand he thought that

there are other implications of the money income model. These are

transportation costs and industrial similarity. 3 In discussing the

role of relatives and friends, Nelson stated:

Samuel A. Stouffer, "Intervening Opportunities and Competing
Migrants," Journal of ttanlanal Science . Vol. 2, Mo. I, Spring 1960, p. 2.

3
Phillip Nelson, "Migration, Seal Income, and Information,"

Journal a* 'fflTFUl »cir*c« . Vol. I, Spring 1959, Mo. 2, p. 43. This
srticle is based in part on Nelson's unpublished dissertation, A S^udy

IS th£ Geographic Mobility o£ Labor (Columbia 1957).
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Relatives and friend* play a particularly crucial role in

analysis since they have both an information and a real

function. Their behavior should have a significant impact on

the behavior of migration if our hypotheses are valid. 1

Information in the labor market is apparently also an important

factor in migration. Stigler pointed out that a worker will sesrch

for wage offers, while an employer will search for wage demands until

the expected marginal return equals the marginal cost of search. 2 Es

regards the information a man possesses on labor market es capital. It

was produced at the coat of search, and it yields a higher wage rete

than what would be received in its absence. 3 He thought that the

amounts and kinds of information needed for the efficient allocation

of labor are highly rewarding areaa for future reaeerch.

SJaaatad did his study "Income sad Migration in the United

States" in 1961.* Its central hypothesis that the geographic migration

pattern responds to the regional income distribution has survived

empirical tests based upon three essentially independent sets of mi-

gration data. Higher income states receive larger portions of both

net and gross migrants from other states. In Sjaastad's words, these

conclusions can be drawn from the data:

1Ibld. . p. 49.

^George J. Stigler, Information in the Labor Market, "The Journal
of Political Bconomv . Vol. LXX, Supplement: October 1962, Mo. 5, Part 2,
p. 96.

3
Ibld. . p. 103.

4Larry Sjaastad, Income and Migration .in, the United Statea .

(Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Economics, The Uni-
versity of Chicago, 1961, p. 70.



(a) The share of migration received is sharply reduced with
increased distance from the sources of out-migration; (b) migrants
favor destinations with lower skill levels; moreover, a 1 percent
increase in skill level will deter in-migration substantially more
than a 1 percent reduction in income (at least when skill is

measured by the average earnings which labor in each state would
obtain if paid the national average wage in each occupation); (c)

the response to given income differentials decreases drastically
with increasing age of the migrant; (d) large states attract smaller
numbers of migrants relative to their population than do smaller
states; (e) the differential incidence of the 1949 recession af-
fected not only the level of out-migration from particular states,
but also the allocation of migrants among destinations. 1

An important point that he brought out in the conclusion of the

study about the role of migration in altering the regional income distri-

bution is that study of migration alone could not answer the question,

end that capital movements may be as important as migration in affecting

per cepita incomes. Also, the optimal spatial allocation of resources is

continuously changing.'

Sjaastad in his paper, "The Costs and Returns of Human Migration,"

tried to develop the concepts end tools with which to etteck a problem.

That is, the movements of migrants are in the appropriate direction,

but we do not know if their numbers are sufficient so as to be ef-

ficient in correcting income differentials. He said that there is a

strong presumption that they are not. 3

Henna's study shows a marked tendency for states with unfavorable

industrial compositions to have earning rates below the national average

1Ibid.

2
ibJL*«. p. 71.

3Larry Sjaastad, "The Costs end Returns of Human Migration," The
Journal of Political Economy. Vol. LXX, Supplement: October 1962, No. 5,
Part 2, p. 80.
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for their industries , and conversely, for states with favorable industrial

compositions to have above-average earning rates. 1 Sjaastsd thought that

Raima's study, together with the observed reletion between income end

net Migration, supports the hypothesis that migration does constitute

a response to spatial earnings differentials. It is also consistent

with the hypothesis that migration is a search for opportunities in

higher-paying occupations. 2 In other parts of his paper, SJaastad

deeis with the problem as one of resource allocation, treating migration

as an investment increasing the productivity of human resources. This

investment also has costs and returns.

3

feme conclusions relevant to empirical undertakings which

Sjeastad drew are:

(1) Gross rether than net migration is a more relevant concept for

studying the returns to migration as well as the impact of migration

upon earnings differentials; (2) migration rates are not an ap-

propriate measure for estimating the effect of migration; (3) age

is significant as a variable influencing migration and must be con-

sidered in Interpreting earnings differentials over space and among

occupations; (4) the relation between private and social costs of,

and returns to, migration at best depends upon market structure,

resource mobility in general, and revenue policies of state sad

local

A conference on 'Vorld Population Challenge to Development," was

organised under the auspices of the united Hations in Yugoslavia in 1965.

^rank A. Banna, State IncjjHm Differentials . (Duke University

Press, Durham, M. C, 1959), p. 188.

2Ibld. . p. 82.

3
Ibld. . p. 83.

4
Ibid . . p. 93.
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Some of the papers and parts of the discussion were focused on internal

migration and how to improve census survey and registration data. Studies

presented at this conference also dealt with demographic, social, and

economic consequences in both the sending and receiving areas. In a sum-

mary of this conference it was pointed out that:

In the process millions of agricultural workers are entering

non-agricultural employment. The apparent motives for individual

movements are mainly economic, in that migration is a major vehicle

for improving levels of living but there are also non-economic fac-

tors, such as the greater social and cultural amenities of cities.

In moot of the developing countries, it is the more educated among

the rural people who leave the villages for the towns} one parti-

cipant at the Conference stated that a common reason for migration

to towns given by persons questioned, in a recent survey in Ghana,

was simply, "because I have been to school.' 1

The studies show that the migrants are highly concentrated in the

younger ages as in the case of international movements, about two

thirds of them being between the ages of IS and 29. 2

A study on migration in Latin America pointed out that rural

people ordinarily migrate directly to nearby small towns, and that

the inhabitants of these towns stream Into the few major cities. In

another study on India it was noted that there is only a "push" of land-

less laborers Into cities, but aa a result of overfilled cities with

migrants, they build up a countering pressure which the study refers

to as "push-back."

United Nations, World Population ; Challenge £& Dsiiolnammp
jfc

, Sum-
mary of the Highlights of the World Population Conference (Belgrade,
Yugoslavia, 30 August to 10 September 1965), Mew York, 1966, p. 24.

2
Ib£d.. p. 24.
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It was suggested in the papers and discussions that there is a

for national migration policies which could be integrated with

the economic and social policies nd plana of the country concerned.

It was mentioned also that some countries already have plans of decon-

centration of the largest cities, guiding migration to the location of

new industries. There was general approval of the idea of industrialising

backward regions for redistribution of population. Other papers showed

that deconcentrating had already started in Europe, and that major cities

have been losing population to the surrounding suburban areas.

In Methods of Regional Analysis: An Introduction to Regional

Science , by Walter Isard, migration estimation is discussed. He thinks

that estimates of interregional migration are significantly affected

by the following factors:

1. The sise and shape of spstlal units chosen for study.

2. The time period considered.

3. Distribution of population within the spatial units.

4. Finally, as the time period considered increases, total

migration increases; but migration per unit of time, as estimated

by s number of methods, declines. The first result is due to greater

chance of migration in a longer span of time. The second result is

due to failure to record migrations of persons who have died previous

to census count, and failure to count ea more than one the migrations

of persons who have shifted two or more times between census counts.

Ibid . . p. 26.
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1* explained different ways of aigration estimation. In conclusion lift

pointed out:

In conclusion we can only reiterate that methods for estimating
migration are not nearly as good as we might like them to be* For
fairly obvious reasons more reliable estimates can be made for past
migration than for future migration. 1

Hralter Issrd, in association with others, ftethods of. Regional
Analysis: Aa Introduction of Regional Science . (The Technology Press
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
New York, 1960), p. 69.



CHAPTER IV

FORMULATION OF THE MODEL

In building a migration model we begin by aasumlng that an indi-

vidual migrates from governorate i to governorate J in response to dif-

ferent factors. It is difficult to measure and Introduce into the model

ell factors. We selected the factors that are thought to be the most

Important determinants of migration from 1 to j.

Economic and noneconomic factors affect an Individual *a decision

to migrate. An individual amy move to another place in order to take a

mow job or to search for a job. He may also move because of changing

hia social status. An individual may also move because of preferring

the climate of another place, or to get better medical care in special

places such as big cities or famous medical centers. There ere other

reasons that influence movement of an individual such as the attractive-

ness of living in big or small towns. Big cities have movies, theaters,

nice places, developed markets, and generally more modern life, while

smell cities are more quiet than big cities, costs of living are lower,

end life is more simple. A person may move to attend school or uni-

versity in the other place, or for many other personal reasons.

39
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Dependent Variable

In this study we use the rete of male Migration as a measure of

migration. This rate M is the dependent variable. MKj.j is the

mealier of males that was born in governorate i and enumerated in

govemorate j on the census night of September 20/21, 1960. MP^ is

the total male population enumerated in governorate i that same night.

In this census individuals were enumerated at the piece at which

they were found or place of residence, on the night of enumeration re-

gardless of being permanent or temporary residents.

One of the mein reasons for collecting the date on 20/21 September

1960 was that, in that period of time, it wes probable that the least

population of temporary movement would be found. But it is impossible

to avoid temporary movements of population completely. Presumably

there would be different temporary migration rates. However, since

it is not poesible from the census data available to separate migrants

that moved for one night or e few days from those who moved permanently,

the diecussion will be neglected, and it will be assumed that all mi-

grants enumerated in governorate j were permanent migrants.

The rete of male migration used in this study, found by dividing

the number of male migrants by the number of the totel male population

of origin, is used so as to eliminate the effect of variation in popu-

lation slse between governorataa.
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Independent Variable*

The measure of aele Migration that is used in this study is the

of accumulated nule migration which occurred prior to 1960. But

some of the independent variables, such as the income verieble are the

average of one year, 1960. So the basis of computing the rate of

migration is different than that of computing some of these insopemdont

variables. The use of income in the lest year as an explanatory variable

of accumulated migration over a period of years may not be a serious

limitation. Migration has been greater in recent years because of the

building-up the economy and changes in the social structure and the

political structure efter the mew regime of 1952, which has increased

opportunities and mobility of people throughout the nation. In any

case, data better than that used in this study are not available.

;ed Effects and Definitions of Independent Variables

Distance (D^Q 1
. Distence between origin and destination is an

important factor that is expected to affect population migration. Long

distance reflects high transportation costs which every individual thinks

about before moving. Moving for a distance may lead to change in culture,

language, family ties and pattern of life which may be obstacles to

migrating.

Information about job opportunities is important for migration.

The longer the distance the less the chance of getting information about

Source of data on distance is the Department of Railway of Egypt.
For details see Appendix.
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Jobs. If an individual has to move a long distance searching for a job,

this will cost him money and time.

In general, it is expected that the more distance between origin

and destination, the leas people will migrate. So the migration rate

of male population is expected to vary inversely with distance.

Capitals of governorates shown in Table 12 in Appendix are considered

as cities of origin and destination for eaae in measuring distance by

kilometer.

gpPuWQ" Si OrIftl" S3£ Immmlmmmmms (p l i Pj) l
« Population of

origin and destination are factors which are expected to influence

population in an important way. If population of the origin is large,

more people are expected to have a given reason to migrate. Population

of destination might be an indication of the sise of the labor market

there.

Information on job opportunities may be affected by the sise of

population. If population of an area is doubled, the number of people

hearing about job opportunities may increase and the labor market may

also increase and therefore the migration rate increases.

Population of origin and destination are numbers of population

on the census night of September 20/21, 1960. Nsle population MP t of

origin and MPj of destination of the same source are used in this

analysis instead of the totsl population.

Source of population of origin and destination is the 1960
Census of Population.
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9l Orlala sad ftejft^mafcfmm (3^, Yj)
1
. Annual average

wage par worker in industrial establishments employing 10 or more

persons in 1960 is used in this study es an indicator of the average

incase in the governorate. There is no data about per capita income

on the governorate level. When a potential migrant thinks of moving,

he is not moving to another place because the average level of income

is higher there. But there are some other factors which may reflect

the higher level of income. An individual may know through friends or

relatives that the selary of the same Job he has is higher in the other

piece. Or getting higher position and higher salary is easier in the

other place. If he is en educated or skilled person he amy know shout

other opportunities through newspapers. There may be word that companies

such as in the petroleum industry pey higher salaries and provide ser-

vices such es medical care, housing, etc. The existence of these kinds

of industries and word of the high incomes received by its workers may

attract other individuals to move in order to obteln the higher Incomes

and other benefits.

On the other hand higher income in destination may not attract

some individuals to move. An Individual may prefer to live with his

family or beside them, near to his friends, beceuse the climate It

better in his home piece, because he does not like to move, or because

he does not like to change his children's schools, and other reasons. So

high income may not be the only factor affecting migration.

^Source of data on income is the Central Statistical Committee
of Cairo, Basic Statistic* . June 1962, pp. 90-93.
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But it is expected in general that placet of high income will

attract migrants who are searching for higher salaries. So it is ex-

pected that the rate of male migration will have a positive relationship

with average level of income in destination. If level of Income is

low in origin, this means that many persons have low income because the

aree may be poor in natural resources, or opportunities for jobs are

few. In this case soma individuals may move. It is expected that the

lower the level of income, the higher the rate of male migration will

be from origin to other places. So the rete of male migration and the

level of income in origin have a negative relationship.

Income differences I| are factors which are expected to in-

*i
fluence rate of male migration. The response of migrants to income

differentials is not fast. If it is rapid, migration would lead to

elimination differences in income between areas.

Urban fgffliltAlP in
fcrntrnt

*nd PttfclMUTI Qm\< u
J

)l
« Urban

areas attract migrants for many and complex reasons. Overpopuleted land

pushes people to urban areas seeking for e better life end e higher

level of income; this is one of the Important reasons. Growth of urban

areas in Egypt and other different countries were mentioned in Chapter

II. All kinds of skills, experiences, and Jobs can be found in urban

areas. A migrant may expect to find a variety of choices in a good job.

Schools end universities are mostly in urban areas. In tgypt

it of the high schools ere in urban areas. Universities ere in Cairo,

lSource of urban population is the 1960 Census of Population.
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Alexandria and Assyuit. Many students alone and sometimes with their

families move to big cities for education.

Migration to urban areas creates many problems such as transpor-

tation, housing, and shortage of cervices. In the lest few years Cairo

has faced serious problems of these kinds. One of the main reasons for

the shortage of some kinds of food and materials is migration from

rural to urban areaa in Egypt. Demand increases for several kinds of

food such as bread made of wheat (farmers are used to eating bread

made of corn), end many other products causing problems) of high prices

end black markets.

Big cities have advantages and disadvantages, good things and

bad things, chances and problems.

According to Reissmen, William Munro has put it concisely:

city has more wealth than the country, more skill, more
erudition within it* bounds, more initiative, more philanthropy,
more science, more divorces, more aliens, more births and deaths,
more accidents, more rich, mors poor, more wise men and more
fools. It is characteristic of city life that all sorts of
people meet and mingle without in the least understanding one

Urban population in destination is expected to have a positive

relationship with mala migration rate.

Urban population in the origin may move to other urban areas,

and few of them may move to rural areas. It is expected that the fac-

tor of urban population in origin is positive but not important in

affecting rete of male migration.

lLeonard Reissmen, &e Urban. Procesf, Cities in. Industrial Societies .

(The Free Press of Glencoe, A Division of the Macmillsn Company, Hew
York, 1964), p. 6.
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Percent of sale urban population, that la, the number of male

urban population divided by total sale population is uaed in thia

enalysis.

Education Levi (E* > Ej)
1
. People that are educated are expected

to be more mobile than uneducated people. An educated individual can

get aore information about opportunities in other places. Be alao may

have many chances to get a better Job especially if he ia a skilled

and experienced educated person. An educated person may have a higher

propensity to move than an uneducated one. Educated people are more

adaptable alao. Most uneducated persons in Egypt are living on farms.

A farmer who is used to work in this field, whose father and grand-

father were also farmers may find it difficult to change from this

kind of job and also difficult to give up the culture customs and

habits of farm people. Moat uneducated persons also are expected not

to be skilled or experienced in any kind of job. And thia may be an

obstacle for them in finding a job. The uneducated persons have leas

propensity to move than the educated person. At the same time, the

uneducated person may be forced to move to other places to search for a

job. The great need of having a job so aa to be responsible for him-

self and to be able to raise his family may force a person to move.

In general it is expected that an educated person, is more likely

to move than an uneducated person, and that the relationship between rate

of male migration and median level of education la positive. The higher

18ource of data on education level ia the 1960 Census of Popu-

lation. For dataila see Appendix.
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the level of education in origin, the higher the rate of migration expected.

E
A
end Ij are educational level per capita in origin end destina-

tion respectively. Median of years spent in all levels of education ac-

cording to the condition on the census sight of September 20/21, 1960

was computed (see Appendix) for the analysis. * and **} are the

M*i MPj
median per capita of years of education for male population that are

used in this study, and which we represent by the symbols E^ and Bj in

the general formulation of the model that will be provided in the next

chapter with the effects of independent variables.



CHAPTER V

EFFECTS Of INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

In the analysis of the migration model, we assume that each indi-

vidual moves in response to many factors. Geographical distribution

of sale population by governorate of birth and governorate of residence

is used es the measure of migration. The male population born in one

governorate and enumerated in another governorate was considered as

accumulated-out migration over previous years. The rate of male popu-

lation migration is the dependent variable in this study. The rt spemdsmt

variable is expressed by the multiple regression method as a function

of many explanatory variables. 1 The rata of male migration is a product

of independent variables. The multiple regression program was run on

logarithms and in linear form.

The relationship between the dependent and independent variables

is represented by the following general formulation:

Equation 2.1 - ^J - f(D1Jt Pt , Pjt fg, Yj, Et . Ej# \JU Uj.

" random errors)

The method of least squares is employed. Student's t'test was used In

this study to test hypothesis on the 51 level. The symbols of the equa-

tion above stand for the following:

tachael J. Brennan, Preface ££ Econometrics., An, frtfrodncUpn, to
guantitstlva, Methoda & Economics, (South-Western Publishing Company,
Chicago, 1965), p. 337.

48
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Mtij: nunber of male migrants, that la the sale population which was

born in governorate i and enumerated in goveraorate j on the census

night of September 20/21, 1960.

mode
MWgi total population of governorate i which was enumerated on the

census night of September 20/21, 1960.

Dij: distance from origin i to destination j by kilometer-railway.

tv/Pj: total population of governorate j which waa enumerated on the

census night of September 20/21, 1960.

Y^: average annual wage per worker in L.B. (L.E. stands for Egyptian

pound, which is about two dollars), for industrial establishments

employing 10 persons and more in 1960 in governorate i.

Yj : average annual wage per worker in L.E. (L.E. stands for Egyptian

pound which is about two dollars) , for industrial establishments

employing 10 persons and mora in 1960 in governorate J.

Ej: : numbers of years of education per capita in governorate i, I960.

I<: numbers of years per capita in governorate j, 1960.

Vli percent of urban population in origin according to 1960 Census

of Population.

U.: percent of urban population in destination according to 1960

Census of Population.

The Results

The results of this study of migration in Egypt are presented and

analysed and also compared with some results of a study by Sj seated 1
- em

^jaastad, Larry, "Income end Migration in the United States,''
Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Economics, The University
of Chicago, 1961.
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migration in the United Statee. By coopering the reeuite of analysis

of factors affecting internal migration of e developing economy such

as Egypt with a developed economy such as the United States, differences

may he observed in the effects of the variablea on internal migration

in both countries. The results of Egypt's study* Teble 12, compered

with the results of some variables of Sjaastad study can be stated es

follows:

Distance: the coefficient of distance between origin and desti-

nation in equation 2.1, Table 12 of Egypt is -1.059 end highly signifi-

cant. This result is consistent with the hypothesis that male migration

varies inversely with distance, which reflects costs of moving and

knowledge about opportunities and may be also due to the low propensity

of male population to move far distances. This result elso means that

if diatance between origin end destination increases by 1 per cent, male

migration will decrease by 1.059 percent. In Sjaastad'a analysis of

geographic migration, which utilises the 1950 distribution of all living

native white interstate migrants by stetes of birth and state of resi-

dent, migration vsries inversely with distance and distance explained

e very high portion of the total variance in shares of migrants. 1 This

result is consistent with that of Egypt's result concerning this variable.

Population of Origin: the coefficient of population of origin is

•699 (equation 2.1), with positive sign and significant. This means that

if the sise of the population in origin Increases by 1 per cent, male

migration will increase by .699 per cent. According to this result, the
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larger the aise of population in origin, the higher the rate of aale

migration, and thia vaa expected in the hypotheaie aet forth in the

laat chapter.

Population of Destination: the coefficient of thia variable ia

poaitive, significant, and higher than that of the origin; according

to equation 2.1. The coefficient ia .844, which means that if the aise

of the population in destination increases by 1 percent the rate of

male migration will increase by .844 percent. He expected that popu-

lations of origin and destination would affect the rate of male migra-

tion primarily because these variables affect other forcea influencing

migration. Comparing thia reault with Sjaaatad'a, large states in the

United Statea attract smaller number of migrants relative to their popu-

lation than do smaller states. l Thia reault la oppoaite to the reault

in thia study of Egypt.

Income of Origin: thia variable waa computed for equation 2.1 only.

The coefficient ia -1.466, which ia also significant. Income of origin

has the expected aign. Thia indicatea that if the variable of income

in origin decreases by 1 per cent the rate of male migration will increaae

by 1.406 percent.

Income of Destination: the coefficient of this variable ia .651

and it is aignifleant (Table 12) (Equation 2.1). Thia reault ia con-

alatent with what we expect, that high income areea attract migrants.

In equation 2.2, we used an alternative to income Yt and Yj, the income

differencea. The ratio of Y* to Yj ia uaed to represent the dlffei

1Ibid. . p. 70.
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In income between origin end destination governorates. The coefficient

of this variable is .784 and it is significant. We expected that mi-

grants would respond to income differences. In the same study of the

United States (Sjaastad study), a strong positive relation between mi-

gration rstes and income levels 1 is found (for destination) as most

significant of this study. But although there was a strong relation-

ship, the response of migrants to income differentials was weak during

the 1940's. 2

Education of Origin: the coefficient of the average level per

capita of education in origin has the wrong sign, in equation 2.1. The

coefficient of this variable Is -.744 which is significant. We expected

that the higher the average level per capita of education in origin,

the higher the rate of male migration will be. The result is the op-

posite of our expectation, it indicates that the lower the level of

education, the higher the rate of male migration. A possible explan-

ation of the negative sign is that uneducated persons, who are mostly

the farm people, migrate to towns and big cities to get Jobs and obtain

a better life. Another explanation of this result may be that males

with s low level of education are moving so as to get more education

in other areas. This might be also a result of the movement from rural

areas where male people are not educated to urban areas where the level

of education is higher. On education Sjaastad found a positive partial

1Income in Sjaastad study is per capita wage, salary, other labor
and proprietor's income (for details see Appendix VI, p. 106).

2Ibld. . p. 38.
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regression coefficient and suggested that this may be due to the fact

that migrants are significantly more educated than non-migrants. So,

the result would be a lower level of education in sending states and a

higher level in receiving states.
1 This result is derived from the

study of Sjaastad where he deals with net migration over one decade,

1940-1950. Comparing this result (taking into consideration the dif-

ference in measures and periods of both studies in Egypt and the

united States), for the education variable Egypt's result is opposite

to that of the United States, as low level of educated male population

appeared to be more mobile than those who were educated.

Education of Destination: this variable has the expected sign.

The coefficient of the average level of education per capita is .638.

This means that, if the level of education per capita in destination

increases by 1 percent, the rate of male migration will increase by

.638 percent, equation 2.1. This result indicates that the higher the

level of education in destination the higher the rate of male migration.

This may be due to move—nt towards urban areas where the level of edu-

cation is higher than in rural areas.

Percent of Urban Kale Population in Origin: the coefficient of

this variable is .498 and insignificant. We expected that male popula-

tion of urban areas may have low propensity to move. This is apparently

true but not at a statistically significant rate (equation 2.1).

Percent of Urban Population in Destination: this variable's

coefficient is .811 and significant. This Indicates that if urban
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population increases in destination by 1 percent, the rate of sale

Migration will increase by .811 percent. It was expected that the

rate of male migration would increase if percent of urban population

in destination increases, as urban arees offer expanding economic op-

portunities while rural areas in Egypt do not.

The Importance of Independent Variables

Factors affecting internal migration in a country may differ

over time. Fsctors affecting migration in one period of time may

not be the same in other periods.

In this study of Egypt, the most important variables which af-

fected the rate of male migration in 1960 are the level of income in

destination and distance. This result is reasonable in a study of

migrstion in a developing economy. Unemployment, disguised unemploy-

ment, and low income of people who are living in rural areas and who

account for about two-thirds of the total population, are important

factors of migration. This is especially so since the beginning of

the 1952 revolution when great efforts were initiated to develop the

economy of the country, improve the social life of the people, create

new opportunities for jobs, and increase the level of public education,

all of which tended to increase the advantages of living in urban areas.

Distance is also expected to be an important factor in Egypt although

the area that the people can move in is not large, the inhabited area

being 35.4 thousand square kilometers in 1960. Costs of moving and

getting information or searching for jobs in other areas may not be
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easy, at a result of the low level of income of most of the people who

ere searching for jobs (unemployed persons). Getting information about

Jobs is also another obstacle for moving as about 69 percent of the

population (excluding persons who are less than 10 years old) were

still illiterete es lete as the 1960 census of population. There may

be elso a reluctance for the male population to move great distances

because of some social and personal factors.

The next most important factors affecting the rete of male migration

are the siae of the population in destination and the percent of urban

population in destination. Possible explanations for the importance

of the sise of population in destination are that the aise of the labor

market may be releted to the population. Male migrants may be moving

to places where labor markets are large* Another possible explanation

is that the larger the sise of the population the better the facilities

such as housing* schools, other services. Areas of large sise of popu-

lation are mostly urban areas, which also attrect migrants. Percent of

urban population is one of the most important factors which affect the

rate of male population. In this stage of economic end social develop-

ment in Egypt the condition of overpopulation and low income are especially

prevalent in rural areas. The industries and other economic ectivities

are concentrated in urban areas. It is natural to expect e movement of

people from rural to urban areas. These fectors in edditioa to the

attractiveness of urban areas and modern life that were discussed in

the last chapter have affected the rate of male migration. Level of

educetion per cepite in origin cen be considered elso aa an important
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factor (its coefficient is -.744) but less than those mentioned above.

The other factors, sise of population of origin, incos* in destination,

level of education per capita in origin, and the percent of urban popu-

lation in origin are less important than the other variables.



CHAPTER VI

8UMAKY AMD CONCLUSION

The sain purpose of this study was to analyse the influence of

selected factors on the geographical migration pattern in Egypt.

The hypotheses is that migrants responded to regional factors which

are distance, sise of population, income, level of education, and percent

of urban population. The empirical test of the hypothesis is based on

one measure of migration data—that is, the place of birth and place of

enumeration of 1960 Census of Population. The results obtained can be

considered as highly consistent, with a few exceptions. Data for this

study is employed on the governorete level, and when running the program,

these data were pooled together to get multiple regression equations for

the whole country. Two equations 2.1 end 2.2 of Teble 12 were selected

to show the relationship between the dependent and independent variables.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results: (a) the

rete of male migration decreases if distance increases. Distance elasti-

cities are significant and little more than unity with a negative sign;

(b) both the population sise of origin and destination affect male mi-

gration. They ere both significant and have positive signs. Destination

coefficients of this verieble ere higher than those of the origin; (c)

movements of male migrants are affected by the level of income. The

coefficient of income in origin is about double of that of destination
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and both of thorn are significant and have the expected sign. Difference

in the level of income ia used in equation 2.2 as an alternative to the

level of incoae in equation 2.1. This factor also significantly affecta

the rate of male migration; (d) education level per capita for origin

has the wrong sign, which means that if the level of education in

origin increases the rate of stele migration will decrease. Destination

coefficients of the level of education are significant end have the

right sign. The relationship between the rete of male migration and

this variable ia positive. This indicates that if the level of education

in destination increases, the rete of male migration will also increase;

(e) the percent of urban population in the origin seems to be e weak

factor in affecting the rate of male migration, and it is also not

significant in both equations. Percent of urban population in desti-

nation significantly affects the rate of male migration. Urban areaa

are attracting male migrants ss waa expected.

A comparison between Egypt and some other countries on the growth

of urbsn population, which is mostly a result of rural-urban migration

is included in this study (Chapter II) aa it is the most important kind

of internal migration. Different countries have different rates of

growth of urban population in different periods of time, according

to the stege of development, historicsl and other factors.

Correct plecement of population as s human resource can provide

greatest efficiency in its use. Internal migration can alter the

regional income distribution and the pattern of social life.
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In the last few decades the rate of migration increased in Egypt.

And in the last few years the level of Income also increased as a result

of fulfilling the comprehensive plan of economic and social development.

The development that occurred in the economic end social field cannot

he drawn only from the role of population migration. The roles of other

Important factors have to he studied am the efforts of reallocating of

industries among different areas of Egypt and capital movements. The

role of migration in affecting the national product or income is beyond

the scope of this study.

An additional study that might be made is the analysis of factors

affecting rate of migration on the governorate level. Other studies

on population migration aaelyse other influences which cause migrants

to move such as sex, age, occupation, the income level before and after

migrating. Studies of gross and net migration rates in different periods

of time and time of migrating are needed for comparisons.
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UNITS, ESTIMATES, DEFINITIONS

The statistical analysis as outlined in Chapter I is carried

out at the level of the whole country. Data were derived from the

I960 Census of Population and other sources as will he mentioned

later, on the governorat ft level and then pooled together. 1

Concept and Definitions of
1960 Census of Population

The hasic 1960 Census of Population was "da facto" which means

that all persons were counted at the place where they were at the time

of enumeration.

An administrative classification for geographic divisions was

prepared for the first time for census purposes in I960. Financial

boundaries were applied at preceding censuses.

Coverage. All persons within the territory of Egypt at census

time were enumerated except transit travelers on ships in coastal areas

and passing the Sues Canal.

Urban. Includes governorates of Cairo, Alexandria, Port Said,

Ismail ia, Sues, Frontier Governorates and capitals of other governorates

as well as district (Harkas) capitals.

Rural . Other localities.

Birth Place . The name of district (Rism or Markas) where the

person was born.

See the introduction of the "1960 Census of Population," Vol. 11,
Department of Statistics and Census, Cairo, 1963.
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. A person is considered unemployed if he (or she) is

sble to work end is seeking work but not employed.

lllimHi" o£ Education Level .

Education Status: The following National Standard Classification

adopted by the Central Statistical Committee was applied:

1. Elementary level: the first level of education. It takes
four to six year.

2. Preparatory and similar level: it follows the elementary

level end is ended by the beginning of the secondary level.

It takes two to three years.

3. Secondary level and similar level: it starts after the
preparation level. It takes one to three years.

4. More than Medium Level or less than Bachelorship Degree.
It takes not more than three years.

5. Bachelorship Degree and Similar Level: It starts after
secondary level end takes at leest four years.

6. Postgraduate Diploma: after university graduation. It

takes one to three years.

7. Master's Degree: after Bachelorship or Postgraduate Diploma.
It is ended by a research. 2

In the instructions of the census questionnaire , it was mentioned

in item (12) for education that enumerators have to collect date for

persons 10 years old and over. And whenever applicable, the name of

the highest certificate attained.

In this peper we calculated the years spent to get every certi-

ficate as follows:

1Ibid., p. 13.

^The Centrel statistical Committee, 1960-1961, Eastern Adver-
tising Company Press, 1961, p. 145—in Arabic.
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The certificate

Certificate below inter-
mediate

Years of each
level

Total years spent

fro get a certificate

6

10

12

16

17

18

Intermediate certificate

Diploma below university

University first

Postgraduate dipl<

Master*s degree

Doctorate

The second atep to get the measure of man-year education that

we used in the paper was the following:

1. Multiply the totel number of years to get a certificate by

the number of male and total population that had this certificate in

the census (Table 6—1960 Census of Population, Volume II, Cairo,

July 1963).

2. Add the results of (1) for all governorates.

3. Divide the result of (2) by the total number of years spent

to get all certificates result of (1) so as to get the average of

years for every govemorate and then the average of the whole country,

MEi n± MBj and TEj are the man-year education for male and total

population in the origin and destination i and J*
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Studies of population distribution, urbanisation, and internal

migration are important for economic and social planning. Furnishing

public utilities, industrial location, population settlement, manpower

planning, education and training, urban development planning and balanced

development of economic sectors, etc., should be based on the results of

these studies.

The main purpose of this study was to analyse the influence of

some selected factors on the geographical migration pattern in Egypt.

There are many economic, social, demographic, personal, and other

factors that may affect internal migration. Population migration has

its economic impact on both origin and destination. By an optimum

utilisation of the available natural, human, and financial resources,

economic planning can achieve an increase in national production and

standard of living.

The hypothesis in this study is that migrants responded to

regional factors of distance, sise of population, income, level of

education, and percent of urban population. The empirical test for

the study is based on one measure of migration data, that is the place

of birth and place of enumeration of the 1960 Census of Population.

The results obtained can be considered as highly consistent,

with a few exceptions.

Two multiple regression equations were analysed in this study.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results: (s) The rate

of male migration decreases if distance between origin end destination

increases. Distance elasticities are significant and little more than
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unity with e negative aign; (b) Both population aiaa of origin and

destination affect male migration. They both are significant and have

positive sign. Destination coefficients of this variable are higher

than those of the origin; (c) Movements of male population are affected

by the level of income. Coefficients relating income in origin to

migration are about double that of destination and both of them are

significant and have the expected aign. Differences in the level of

Income were also used as an alternative to the level of income. This

factor also significantly affects the rate of male migration; (d) Edu-

cation level per capita for origin has the wrong sign, which means that

the higher the level of education in origin, the lower the rate of male

migration. Destination coefficients for the level of education are

significant and have the right aign. The relationship between the

rate of male migration and this variable is positive; (e) Percent of

urban population in the origin seems to be a weak factor in affecting

the rete of male migration. It la also not significant In both equa-

tions. Percent of urban population in destination significantly af-

fects the rate of male migration. Urban areas are attracting male

migrants as was expected.

A comparison between Egypt and some other countries on the growth

of urban population, which is mostly a result of rural-urban migration

is included in this study (Chapter II). Rural-urban migration is the

most important kind of internal migration. The study shows that dif-

ferent countries have different ratea of growth of urban population

in different periods of time, according to the atage of development,
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historical, and other factors. Through history, the urban cycle has

always been the seas: population growth transformed rural areas into

urban areas and cities. Industrialisation is an important factor af-

fecting growth of cities. An example of the growth of population of

the Egyptian town Mahalla is expleined in this study. Its population

increased by 20 percent in the decade 1927-37, and this rate rose to

83 percent in the decade 1947-57 es s result of establishing the biggest

textile works in the Middle East (Misr Spinning and Weaving Co.).

Growth of urban areas creates many problems of transportation,

housing, schools, and shortage of many services. On the other hand

transferring individuals from overpopulated areas to other areas

where they can find jobs and increase their incomes or have a better

life is an important process in a developing economy.


